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Itinerary: 

 

Day 1: Cordoba  

Meets and assists – transfer to the hotel Halal dinner and overnight 

Cordoba.  

 

Day 2: Cordoba 

After breakfast we begin our visits to Cordoba  to enjoy the city of 

Cordoba with our guide getting a panoramic (Islamic Bridge, la 

Juderia quarter and Calahorra) then to enjoy the Mosque of Cordoba 

one of the witness of the Islamic civilization of Cordoba, Halal dinner 

and free time for shopping, overnight in Cordoba. 

 

Day 3: Cordoba - Granada  

By the morning we leave with destination Granada to visit the 

amazing Alhambra with its palaces, then we proceed to visit the 

Albaycin quarter and enjoy its corners and its views of the Alhambra 

where we stop to see the mosque of Granada, Halal dinner, 

overnight Granada. 

 

Day 4: Granada - Seville 

After breakfast leave the hotel to go to Seville, arrive to Seville, visit 

the Golden Tower and the Bullring of Seville, then with our guide we 

make a panoramic tour to the city and then proceed to Real’s 

Alcazars to see its amazing walls with the Islamic and to see the 

Giralda (the mosque from outside) where we can  get very nice 

pictures, after Halal lunch we proceed to the hotel and free time, 

overnight Seville. 

  

Day 5: Seville  

After breakfast , we leave with final destination and finish of our 

services. 

Included: 

 

� Transfers in-out 

� Transportation 

� Meet and assist 

� Half board, halal food 

� Entrance fees  

� Muslim English tour guide 

 

Excluded: 

 

� Other service not 

mentioned 

� Extra meal or beverage 

� Visas 

� Porters at the airport or 

hotels. 

� Travelling Insurance 
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